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Isogeometric analysis often employs the non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS) 
used in computer aided design, as the basis functions for the geometric description as 
well as the subsequent finite element analysis. This methodology seamlessly integrates 
the computer aided geometry design and the finite element analysis. The convex and 
smooth NURBS basis functions offer particular advantages for the isogeometric 
frequency analysis. Moreover, the isogeometric high order mass matrix formulation 
further enhance the accuracy and convergence rates in isogeometric frequency analysis. 
Nonetheless, the superconvergence of higher order mass matrix approaches usually 
depend on the wave propagation angle, namely, the multidimensional high order mass 
matrices can not produce the frequency superconvergence simultaneously. Meanwhile, 
the numerical implementation of isogeometric higher order mass matrices is not very 
convenient. In this thesis, a quadrature-based superconvergent isogeometric method is 
presented for efficient and accurate frequency analysis with macro-integration cells and 
quadratic basis functions. The proposed method is capable of achieving synchronous 
superconvergence for all frequencies, even in multidimensional cases.  
In this thesis, the quadrature rule for 1D single element high order mass matrix is 
firstly established. It is shown that a 3-point quadrature rule enables the frequency 
superconvergence in 1D case. Furthermore, the smooth advantage of isogeometric basis 
functions is utilized to develop superconvergent quadrature rules based upon macro-
integration cells. Through exactly integrating the corresponding higher order mass 
matrix as well as the stiffness matrix, the two-element and three-element macro-
integration cells are proposed to construct explicit superconvergent quadrature rules 
with the 6th order frequency accuracy, which is two-order higher than that of the 
standard isogeometric formulation with consistent mass matrix. As a result, 3-point, 5-
point and 7-point quadrature rules with identical precision are designed for the single 
element, two-element and three-element macro-integration cells, respectively. 
Subsequently, the 2D and 3D superconvergent quadrature rules with versatile 
integration cells are directly constructed through the tensor product formulation of the 















employing the proposed quadrature rules for both mass and stiffness matrices does 
produce the frequency superconvergence without the wave propagation direction 
dependence problem, which needs special treatments for the multidimensional higher 
order mass matrix formulation. It is also noted that from the efficiency point of view, 
various macro-integration cells can be flexibly combined to discretize a given problem 
domain for they have identical accuracy. Numerical examples fully demonstrate the 
superiority of the proposed quadrature-based superconvergent isogeometric method. 
Finally, the proposed approach is successfully extended to the acoustic analysis with 
very favorable solution accuracy.  
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域具有广泛应用的计算机辅助几何设计软件 CAD（Computer Aided Design）进行
无缝衔接。几何建模误差会降低计算精度，甚至会引起计算困难。例如，在对薄
板壳弯曲问题进行研究时，由于几何描述的误差会导致边界外法线不唯一，计算





































内和平面外自由振动分析。王东东等人(2013, 2014, 2015, 2016)[48]-[51]提出了梁板
结构等几何振动分析的高阶质量矩阵，采用高阶质量矩阵进行振动分析可以使频
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